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5 Ways to Stop Second Guessing Yourself
Implementing a new badging, tracking or verification solution
comes with some inherent risks. If you stack the odds in your
favor however, the desired successful outcome is within reach.

JUNE 2013
ALSO IN THIS ISSUE
Just how easy is it to duplicate
your ID badge?
Printer tune-up just $125*.

Forward this email
Follow these five steps to guarantee success:
1. Clearly define your desired goals.
Having a concise, reachable end goal provides you
with a focus. Identify exactly what the desired outcome needs to be as well as the motivation for
moving this way. This will provide you with the insight you need to begin exploring what solution is
best.
2. Think ahead.
Technology improves daily, so when thinking of the
future, ask yoursel:
- How may things be different five years from
now?
- How may my goals change?
- Read the rest of the article >>>>

Just how easy is it to duplicate your
ID badge ?

JOIN OUR MAILING LIST

HAVE QUESTIONS?

IMPORTANT DATES
NO SHIPPING ON:
• Tuesday, June 18, 2013
• Wednesday, June 19, 2013
(except UPS Red shipments)

Due to physical inventory.
Please take into account
when ordering.

It’s easier than you think with over 250 “Fake ID” websites
willing to make any badge you want for “novelty purposes
only”. Not to mention the abundance of legacy direct-to-card INDUSTRY NEWS
printers, just like yours, available on auction sites for a nominal Keep informed!
investment.
However, a standard photo ID badge produced on white PVC
card stock is no longer enought to keep your facility secure.
Easily take your ID badging program further by incorporating
one or more of the following security features easily into your
corporate ID to minimize your risk of fraudulent entry.
To discover what option or combination of features will work
best for your ID badging program read the rest of the article
>>>>

Hamilton City Schools launching
visitor tracking system
The Evolution of School Security
Trends in ID Cards

Town offers voluntary ID cards
during hurricane season

Printer tune-up just $125*.
Our in-house, Fargo, Zebra and Evolis certified, factory
trained technicians can handle any printer issue(s) you
encounter.

PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT
EPIC TRACK
Track people, places, and
A universal tracking solution
designed for everyday use and
for specific event tracking by
linking people, places, and things
to an activity.

Is your printer acting up? Take advantage of our Repair
Services by getting a printer tune-up. Request your RMA
here.

This flexible system allows you to
easily configure events, scan,
track and report activity more
efficiently from anywhere with an
internet connection.
Ideal way to:

Within 48 hours you will receive an emailed RMA with
complete instructions for sending your unit in for service.
Upon receipt of your printer, one of our technicians will test
your unit to determine the issue(s), update your printer’s
firmware and thoroughly clean your unit. Once the issue(s)
have been determined you will be notified if additional costs
are involved.
Most repairs are processed the same day as they are
received.
* Price includes printer evaluation, firmware update and cleaning. Additional
parts, labor and return shipping/handling are extra. You will be advised of
additional costs prior to any repair. Rental units available.

Track volunteers
Record event attendance
Document security rounds
Trace supply usage
Contact a knowledgeable ID
Consultant today at 1-800-8609111 to explore how EPIC Track
can work for you.

